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TransLink Board of Directors 

Mayors’ Council on Regional Transportation 

 

JOINT PUBLIC MEETING AGENDA 
Version: May 17, 2018 

 

 May 24, 2018, 10:30AM to 12:30PM 

TransLink, Room 427/428, 400 –  Nelso ’s Court, Ne  West i ster, BC 

 

CO-CHAIRS:  

Mayor Derek Corrigan , Chair, Mayors’ Cou il o  Regio al Tra sportatio  

Lorraine Cunningham, Chair, TransLink Board of Directors 

 

 

Joint Discussion – Chaired by Mayor Corrigan 

10:30AM 1. PRELIMINARY MATTERS 

1.1. Call to order 

1.2. Adoption of agenda ....................................................................... Page 1 

 

10:35AM 

 

2. REPORT OF THE JOINT MOBILITY PRICING STEERING COMMITTEE 

2.1. Final Report of the Mobility Pricing Independent  

Commission .............................................................................. ON TABLE 

2.2. Committee Review of the Mobility Pricing Independent  

Commission Final Report and Next Steps ................................ ON TABLE 

 

Mayors’ Council Motions – Chaired by Mayor Corrigan 

11:30AM 3. MAYORS’ COUNCIL MOTIONS 

3.1. Committee Review of the Mobility Pricing Independent  

Commission Final Report and Next Steps ................................ ON TABLE 

 

TransLink Board Motions – Chaired by Lorraine Cunningham 

11:40AM 4. TRANSLINK BOARD MOTIONS 

4.1. Committee Review of the Mobility Pricing Independent  

Commission Final Report and Next Steps ................................ ON TABLE 

 

11:45AM 5. REPORT OF THE JOINT FINANCE COMMITTEE 

5.1. Report on the Phase Two Plan Consultation .......................................... 3 
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TransLink Board Motions – Chaired by Lorraine Cunningham 

12:05PM 6. TRANSLINK BOARD MOTIONS 

6.1. Report on the Phase Two Plan Consultation .......................................... 3 

 

Mayors’ Council Motions – Chaired by Mayor Corrigan 

12:10PM 7. MAYORS’ COUNCIL MOTIONS 

7.1. Report on the Phase Two Plan Consultation .......................................... 3 

 

Joint Discussion – Chaired by Mayor Corrigan 

12:20PM 8. PUBLIC DELEGATES ................................................................................. ORAL 

 

12:30PM 9. ADJOURN 
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TO:  Mayors’ Cou il o  Regio al Tra sportatio  

 

FROM:  Geoff Cross, Vice-President, Transportation Planning & Policy  

 

DATE:  May 17, 2018 

 

SUBJECT: ITEM 5.1/6.1/7.1 – Report on the Phase Two Plan Consultation  

 

 

PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS: 

 

That the Mayors’ Cou il o  Regional Transportation receive this report. 

 

That the TransLink Board of Directors receive this report. 

 

 

PURPOSE: 

 

The Phase T o of the -Year Visio : Pu li  Co sultatio  Su ary Report  attached below provides a 

summary of the consultation activities and feedback received during public consultation on the Phase 

Two Plan, which took place from April 30 to May 11, 2018.  

 

BACKGROUND: 

 

Before the Phase T o Pla  ay e prese ted to the Mayors’ Cou il for o sideratio  a d appro al, the 
South Coast British Columbia Transportation Authority Act (SCBCTA Act) requires consultation on the 

proposed content with the public in the transportation service region, local governments, and Metro 

Vancouver Regional District. 

 

TransLink undertake the following consultation activities for the Phase Two Plan from April 30 to May 

11, 2018: 

 Internet 

o Public consultation website (tenyearvision.translink.ca), including a link to a Discussion 

Guide summarizing the proposed investments and funding sources 

o Public consultation survey open to all members of the public 

o Research survey with a random sample of the regional population 

 In person 

o Eight open houses for the public around the region 

o Other stakeholder engagement events 

 Metro Vancouver Regional District 

o Coordi atio  ith the Chair of the Mayors’ Cou il to o sult ith Metro Va ou er o  
an increase to the TransLink borrowing limit proposed in the Phase Two Plan 

o Consultation with Metro Vancouver on the proposed content of the Phase Two Plan 

 

These consultation activities by TransLink are consistent with the municipal engagement and public 

consultation strategy approved by the TransLink Board for the Phase Two Plan in December 2017, as 

required by the SCBCTA Act. 
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DISCUSSION: 

 

The attached Phase Two Consultation Summary Report provides information to the TransLink Board and 

the Mayors’ Cou il o  the results of pu li  o sultatio  o  the Phase T o Plan. This input from the 

public, local governments, and Metro Vancouver Regional District is intended to help develop the final 

Phase T o Pla  do u e t for o sideratio  y the Tra sLi k Board a d the Mayors’ Cou il. 
 

Based on the results of Phase Two Plan consultation, staff recommends that the development of the 

final Phase Two Plan document proceed with the proposed transportation investments and funding 

sources. 

 

ATTACHMENT 

 

Phase Two of the 10-Year Vision: Public Consultation Summary Report (see below) 
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BACKGROUND 

In 2014, the Ma ors’ Cou il o  Regio al Tra sportatio  de eloped the -Year Vision for 

Metro Vancouver Transit and Transportation (10-Year Vision). The 10-Year Vision identifies 

transit and transportation improvements that are priorities for keeping the region moving. 

These projects will not only improve mobility for residents, but also make progress towards the 

roader so ial, e o o i , a d e iro e tal goals of our regio ’s lo g-term strategies, the 

Regional Transportation Strategy and the Regional Growth Strategy. The 10-Year Vision was 

de eloped  the Ma ors’ Cou il i  4. It refle ts the o se sus of lo al go er e ts i  
Metro Vancouver and has been broadly supported by community, environmental, labour, and 

business stakeholders. 

The South Coast British Columbia Transportation Authority Act requires TransLink to periodically 

develop investment plans that identify planned transportation services, initiatives, and capital 

investments for future years, as well as how those services, initiatives and investments will be 

funded from established revenue sources. The TransLink Board of Directors is responsible for 

preparing the investment plan, which is then provided to the Ma ors’ Cou il o  Regio al 
Transportation for approval. After both governing bodies have approved the investment plan, it 

ser es as Tra sLi k’s strategi  a d fi a ial pla  for the appli a le ears, u til su h ti e as a 
successor plan is approved.  

 

I  6, the Tra sLi k Board a d Ma ors’ Cou il appro ed the Phase O e Pla , hi h fu ded 
and enables implementation of the first phase of transportation improvements in the 10-Year 

Vision. The Phase One Plan included improvements to reduce overcrowding and increase 

service quality on transit across the region, as well as provide new funding for roads, cycling, 

and walking infrastructure.  

The Board a d Ma ors’ Cou il ha e ee  orki g olla orati el  to de elop the 8-2027 

Phase Two Investment Plan. Public consultation on the draft Plan was undertaken from April 30 

through May 11, 2018.  

 

The Plan will fund and implement the second phase of transportation improvements in the 10-

Year Vision, including:  

 construction and operation of the Surrey-Newton-Guildford Line (Light Rail Transit) 

 construction and operation of the Millennium Line Broadway Extension 

 modernization of Expo-Millennium Line infrastructure, including significant capacity and 

reliability upgrades to systems and stations 
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 project development and early works for the Surrey-Langley Line (Light Rail Transit) 

 more bus and rail service 

 improvements to sidewalks and bikeways 

 upgrades to major roads, including seismic retrofits 

 planning for the potential gondola to SFU Burnaby campus and rapid transit to UBC  

I  olla oratio  ith the Go er e t of British Colu ia, the Ma ors’ Cou il o  Regio al 
Transportation has developed a proposed funding model to fund Phase Two of the 10-Year 

Vision. The Plan will require the following new funding over the next ten years: $6.41 billion for 

capital investments, $855 million for operating investments, and $390 million for financing 

costs. The new services and infrastructure in the Plan will be a significant step in meeting our 

regio ’s tra sportatio  eeds. 

If the Tra sLi k Board a d Ma ors’ Cou il appro e the Pla , the  Tra sLi k ould egi  to 
advance these new projects in early 2019. The remainder of the 10-Year Vision would be 

delivered through a final investment plan to be brought forward in 2020. 

This Public Consultation Summary Report will be considered by the TransLink Board of Directors 

a d the Ma ors’ Cou il duri g the pro ess to fi alize the Phase T o Pla . 

 SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY 

TransLink used a mix of digital, print, and in-person outreach to solicit public and stakeholder 

feedback on the Draft Phase Two Plan. Consultation materials included: a dedicated website to 

communicate key elements of the Plan (tenyearvision.translink.ca), a Discussion Guide 

summarizing the Plan improvements and funding sources, eight in-person outreach events, and 

a survey available online or at open houses.    

Staff received 2,738 completed public surveys online and 972 members of the public attended 

open houses during the consultation period. 

 

In addition, o er the past ear e’ e had u erous e gage e t a ti ities o  o po e ts of 
the Investment Plan, including: 

- Increased bus service through Southwest Area Transport Plan consultation 

(Phase 1 survey 2,923) (Phase 2 survey 3,192) 

- Rapid transit projects  through Millennium Line Broadway Extension consultation 

(Phase 1 survey 4,199)  (Phase 2 survey 3,050); and Surrey-Newton-Guildford 

LRT consultation (May 2017- 3,176 feedback forms) 
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The consultation overlaps with concurrent surveys of the Phase One B-Lines, as well as the 

Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows Area Transport Plan, still in progress. The public has also been 

consulted heavily on transit fares through the Transit Fare Review.  

A summary of results from this public consultation summary report will be included in the final 

Phase Two Plan.  

CONSULTATION ACTIVITIES AND NOTIFICATION 

DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT: 

 An updated tenyearvision.translink.ca website launched in early April with new 

interactive map of Phase One improvements underway, planned projects, and brief 

overview of funding sources. On April 30th the website was updated with the discussion 

guide and link to the public consultation survey. 

 The public consultation survey invited participants to: 

- identify how important each of the proposed transportation improvements are to 

the region 

- identify how fair each of  the proposed regional funding sources were for delivering 

the Plan 

- let us know if they felt that the information was presented in a clear and 

understandable way 

 13,038 unique page views to the project landing page were recorded throughout the 

consultation. 

 The public survey was available online through the project website, on TransLink tablet 

computers at consultation events, and through paper copies at public open houses. A 

copy of the public survey is provided as Appendix C. 2,738 public surveys were 

completed.  

 The public consultation survey did not restrict IP addresses, to allow for the survey to be 

completed multiple times at libraries, schools, organizations, workplaces, and on the 

TransLink Engagement Bus. Therefore it is possible for one individual to complete the 

survey multiple times.    

 In conjunction with the public consultation survey, the polling company NRG was 

commissioned to conduct a scientific poll of region residents, concurrent to the public 

consultation survey. It had a representative sample of 2,000 respondents. Appendix A 
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provides high level results of the independent research survey; a copy of the NRG 

report with complete results is provided in Appendix F. 

OPEN HOUSES 

 8 in-person engagement events were held throughout the region over the period April 

30 to May 11 in high-profile/high-traffic venues in Coquitlam, Vancouver, North 

Vancouver, Maple Ridge, Richmond, Surrey, Burnaby, and Langley.  

 An additional information session was held in White Rock on May 13 

 3 of these events were held on the TransLink Engagement Bus, and the other 5 were 

held pop-up style.   

 In total, 972 people attended the open houses. Average in-person interactions for each 

event were 108 persons.  Interactions are defined as discussions specifically regarding 

2018 Investment Plan components, and active related projects such as MLBE, SNG LRT, 

B-Lines, and Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows ATP. 

 Participation rates at the open houses were higher than at the Phase One public 

consultation events. 

 At each open house, information about the specific regional changes was presented on 

display boards and TransLink staff was available to answer questions. 

 Printed documents and boards were also available at the open house for reference. 

 The survey was available on both iPads and in paper form at open houses.  

PROMOTING ENGAGEMENT 

 Newspaper advertisements were placed in 13 local newspapers including the Vancouver 

Courier, North Shore News, Burnaby Now, Tri-City News, Richmond News, Langley 

Times, Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows News, Surrey Now-Leader, Delta Optimist, Peace 

Arch News, Sing Tao Daily, Ming Pao Daily, and the Indo-Canadian Times (Appendix D). 

 Postcards directing people to the tenyearvision.translink.ca site were distributed at in-

person engagement events as well as other TravelSmart venues 

 Digital media promotion through all channels 

 Buzzer Blog 

 Bus and SkyTrain interior ads were posted throughout the system 
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OUTREACH TO MUNICIPAL AND REGIONAL STAKEHOLDERS AND ELECTED 

OFFICIALS 

 Regional Transportation Advisory Council – April 26 

 Metro Vancouver Council of Councils – April 28 

 Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association  (DVBIA) – May 3 

 Metro Vancouver Regional Planning Committee – May 4 

 Regional Planning Advisory Council – May 11 

 Metro Vancouver Finance Committee – May 18 

Engagement in fall 2017 

 Workshops with local government staff  held Sept 15 and 20, 2017 

 Workshops with regional mayors, municipal Chief Administrative Officers, and TransLink 

Board members held Oct 5, 10, and 18, 2017 

 Workshops held with Members of the Legislative Assembly in Victoria on Oct 2 (Liberal 

Caucus) and Oct 24 (NDP Caucus), 2017 

 

SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK  
 

A number of key themes emerged from the consultation period, from public survey responses, 

in-person feedback, submissions from members of the public, and letters from stakeholder 

groups. Respondents to the public survey and attendees of the pop-up events were mostly in 

favor of the transportation investments in the Phase Two Plan, felt that they were important to 

the region, and believed that the proposed funding sources were generally fair ways of paying 

for the Plan.  

 

The majority of feedback was received through the public survey (Appendix C). TransLink 

received 2,738 completed public surveys. Appendix B provides complete analysis of the findings 

from the public consultation survey as well as additional detail on comments received.  

 

Appendix A provides high level results of the independent research survey conducted by an 

external polling group, NRG. A copy of the NRG report with complete results is provided in 

Appendix F. 
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APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX A. RESULTS OF THE INDEPENDENT RESEARCH SURVEY 

 

As part of the consultation on the Phase Two Plan, TransLink commissioned the polling group NRG to 

conduct an independent scientific survey. The scientific research survey asked the same questions as the 

public consultation survey, but using a random sample of 2,000 Metro Vancouver adults. The results were 

then weighted to more accurately represent the known population proportions of age, gender and area of 

residence. Topline results of this survey are summarized below; more detailed results are available in 

Appendix F.  
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APPENDIX B. PUBLIC CONSULTATION DETAIL 

 

PUBLIC CONSULTATION SURVEY FEEDBACK 

A total of 2,738 public surveys were completed, generating comments across a variety of topics.  

In order to ensure that the public survey could be easily accessed at shared computers like those 

available at libraries, schools, or outreach events, the public survey was not limited to one response per 

IP address. As a result, it is possible for a single respondent to complete the public survey multiple times. 

The public consultation survey was self-selective, meaning that the responses were completed only by 

those that opted to take the survey, and as such responses are not necessarily reflective of the 

population at large. For this reason, an independent polling group was retained to conduct a similar 

survey during the same time frame with a random, representative sample of the population. Topline, 

high-level results of this independent research survey are provided in Appendix A; for more detail and a 

complete report on the results of the research survey see Appendix F.  

The remaining sections of this Appendix B summarize the findings from the public consultation survey. 

Transportation Improvements 

Responses to close-ended questions 

Survey participants were asked to rate how important they felt each proposed transportation 

improvement was for the region. Building the Millennium Line Broadway Extension, more SkyTrain 

service, and more bus service were regarded as the most important improvements, with more than two-

thirds (66%) of respo de ts i di ati g that these proje ts ere E tre el  I porta t  or Ver  
i porta t.  

A majority of respondents – more than 50% - listed upgrades to the Expo-Millennium line and upgrading 

ajor roads as E tre el  I porta t  or Ver  i porta t.  

Relative to the other improvements, upgrades to cycling and pedestrian infrastructure, more 

HandyDART service, and building the Surrey-Newton Guildford LRT were more likely to be rated as only 

slightl  important  or not at all important.    Still, over 50% of respondents agreed that these 

improvements were either Moderatel  i porta t , Ver  i porta t  or E tre el  i porta t.   

Topline results of each closed-ended response are provided below. 

How important do you feel 

each of these improvements 

is to the region? 

Extremely 

Important 

Very 

Important 

Moderately 

Important 

Slightly 

Important 

Not at all 

Important 
Unsure 

More SkyTrain service and 56% 27% 11% 4% 2% 0% 
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new SkyTrain rail cars 

More bus service and new 

buses across the region 
46% 34% 13% 5% 2% 0% 

More HandyDART service and 

new HandyDART vehicles 

across the region 

17% 24% 24% 14% 7% 14% 

Upgrading major roads across 

the region 
25% 27% 27% 14% 5% 2% 

Upgrading cycling and 

pedestrian infrastructure 

across the region 

21% 23% 24% 18% 13% 1% 

Modernizing  Expo-

Millennium Line 

infrastructure 

26% 27% 26% 13% 5% 2% 

Building the new Surrey-

Newton-Guildford Line  
22% 18% 15% 11% 30% 4% 

Building the new Millennium 

Line Broadway Extension 

subway (SkyTrain) 

47% 20% 14% 8% 9% 2% 

Note: numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding 

Responses to close-ended follow-up questions 

Respo de ts that rated a tra sportatio  i pro e e t as Not at all i porta t  ere asked a follo -up 

question on why they felt the improvement was not important. They were provided with three options 

a d a  other.  The table below summarizes the responses both as a percentage and as a frequency in 

parentheses. 

Why do you feel this 

improvement is not important? 

Will not benefit 

my community 

Will not 

encourage 

people to walk, 

bike, or take 

transit 

Is not as 

important for the 

region as other 

transportation 

improvements 

Other 

More SkyTrain service and new 

SkyTrain rail cars 

32% 

(25) 

14% 

(11) 

29% 

(23) 

25% 

(20) 

More bus service and new buses 

across the region 

30% 

(16) 

17% 

(9) 

39% 

(21) 

15% 

(8) 

More HandyDART service and new 

HandyDART vehicles across the 

region 

23% 

(60) 

15% 

(38) 

51% 

(131) 

12% 

(30) 

Upgrading major roads across the 

region 

13% 

(26) 

41% 

(85) 

37% 

(76) 

9% 

(19) 

Upgrading cycling and pedestrian 

infrastructure across the region 19% 

(92) 

15% 

(72) 

51% 

(240) 

15% 

(69) 

Modernizing  Expo-Millennium 

Line infrastructure 

26% 

(48) 

14% 

(26) 

46% 

(84) 

13% 

(24) 
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Building the new Surrey-Newton-

Guildford Line  

25% 

(348) 

14% 

(211) 

24% 

(331) 

36% 

(498) 

Building the new Millennium Line 

Broadway Extension subway 

(SkyTrain) 

28% 

(89) 

7% 

(23) 

41% 

(127) 

24% 

(74) 

Note: numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding 

Responses to open-ended follow-up questions 

Of the respo de ts that i di ated other,  elo  is a sa ple of o e ts re ei ed. 

Co e ts recei ed u der The proposed transportation improvement is not important - Other  

More SkyTrain service 

and new SkyTrain rail 

cars 

Too much to upgrade an under designed system. Upgrades are more required elsewhere. 

The system is working just fine as it is 

More bus service and 

new buses across the 

region 

Too much money 

I don't want to pay for it. 

More HandyDART 

service and new 

HandyDART vehicles 

across the region 

I'm not eligible to use HandyDART, so it doesn't matter to me. 

These services are already available through other providers. 

All buses and trains are already wheel chair accessible 

Upgrading major 

roads across the 

region 

This should be a project for the city.  

Adding road capacity will lead to more traffic. Better use of the existing roads should be 

made by road-pricing. 

It promotes driving instead of public transport 

That is infrastructure, not transit.  

Upgrading cycling and 

pedestrian 

infrastructure across 

the region 

Few people benefit and many are inconvenienced. 

Make cyclists pay their way 

Walking and bicycling has a limited demand such as short distances and sunny weather, 

and is not material.   

Modernizing  Expo-

Millennium Line 

infrastructure 

Money should be used to extend the line we have now 

Need to provide growth to other areas not Vancouver. 

The infrastructure is still in working condition. Upgrades not necessary at this point. 

Spending money upgrading the look of train stations is not important as the train 

Building the new 

Surrey-Newton-

Guildford Line  

Surrey needs SkyTrain not LRT 

The LRT is not cost-effective as Skytrain. 

The 96 B-line it will be replacing isn't running at the capacity nor the frequency of the 99 

B-line. 

Increase the capacity on roads 

Will create traffic problem in community 

A SkyTrain out to Langley from Surrey would be better 

BRT would serve Surrey as well as LRT, be less costly, and be operating sooner. 

Building the new 

Millennium Line 

Broadway Extension 

subway (SkyTrain) 

Too expensive and won't serve a lot of users. 

The money would be far better spent on city wide transit that aligns with new housing 

plans.  

New line should not be built along Broadway. To minimise disturbance the line should be 

built along another street. 

Already have the B-line 
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Transportation Funding 

Responses to close-ended questions 

In general, respondents were less positive about the proposed funding options than they were for the 

proposed transportation investments. When asked to weigh in on the fairness of each option, the 

Development Cost Charge on new development received the most favourable response. Approximately 

73% of respondents ie  this sour e as Ver  fair  or So e hat fair.   Co ersel , a  i rease to 
property taxes received the least favourable response, although respondents were evenly split in their 

views. Roughly 42% of respondents found a property tax increase to be an unfair source of funding, 

rati g it as either So e hat u fair  or Ver  u fair,  while 43% of respondents indicated that a 

propert  ta  i rease as a fair sour e, rati g it as Ver  fair  or So e hat fair.  The re ai i g 13% 

were neutral, and 1% did not know. 

 

Respondents rated an increase to transit fares and an increase to the parking sales tax similarly, as less 

fair than a DCC, but more fair than property taxes. 58% and 59% of respondents believed an increase to 

tra sit fares a d a  i rease to the parki g sales ta  i rease as Ver  fair  or So e hat fair,  
respectively. 29% and 28% of respondents thought an increase to the parking sales tax and an increase 

to transit fares were So e hat u fair  or Ver  u fair,  respectively. 

See the table below for more detailed results of each closed-ended response. 

Do you feel that these 

are fair or unfair ways 

of paying for the 

regio ’s portio ? 

Very Fair Fair 
Neither Fair 

nor Unfair 
Unfair Very Unfair 

Do ’t 

Know 

Transit fare increase 25% 33% 12% 15% 14% 1% 

Parking sales tax 

increase 
31% 28% 12% 13% 15% 2% 

Property tax increase 18% 25% 13% 18% 24% 1% 

Development cost 

charge on new 

development 

48% 25% 10% 6% 6% 5% 

Note: numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding 

Responses to close-ended follow-up questions 

Those respo de ts that rated a fu di g sour e as Ver  u fair  or So e hat u fair  ere asked a 
follow-up question on why they felt the proposed funding source was unfair.  Respondents were 

provided with three optional answers a d a  other.  The table below summarizes the responses both 

as a percentage and as a frequency in parentheses. 

Why do you think this 

proposed funding source is an 

unfair way to pay for the 

Not 

affordable 

Will not encourage 

people to walk, bike, 

or take transit 

Should not be 

used for 

transportation 

Other 
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regio ’s share? improvements 

Transit fare increase 35% 

(405) 

40% 

(465) 

10% 

(117) 

15% 

(176) 

Parking sales tax increase 35% 

(317) 

23% 

(213) 

25% 

(230) 

17% 

(157) 

Property tax increase 31% 

(477) 

22% 

(347) 

32% 

(502) 

15% 

(236) 

Development cost charge on 

new development 

33% 

(137) 

27% 

(110) 

23% 

(93) 

17% 

(72) 
Note: numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding 

Responses to open-ended follow-up questions 

Of the respo de ts that i di ated other,  elo  is a sa ple of o e ts received. 

Co e ts recei ed u der The proposed funding source is unfair - Other  

Transit fare 

increase 

Transit needs to be cheaper to encourage ridership. 

Disproportionately hits those who can afford it the least 

Car drivers are subsidized to a far greater degree than transit users, they need to pay a larger 

share of true costs 

We should be working to make transit free. 

Parking sales tax 

increase 

Existing taxation is already on fuel and parking 

Parking is already so expensive 

Some drivers chose to drive because public transit does not offer routes from home/work.  

Why should the people who never utilize transit be the ones to pay for it? Parking tax is 

already higher than about any other tax. 

Property tax 

increase 

We pay too much property tax now 

With the current real estate prices, the property taxes generate more than enough 

What about targeting the cyclists who are enjoying the benefits of the pathways 

None of the upgrades will service me or my community 

Development 

cost charge on 

new 

development 

Housing is scarce - we need housing to be plentiful and affordable. 

Charge the people who use the service 

Will discourage new construction in an already tight housing market. 

 

Open-Ended Responses at Close of Survey 

The survey closed with an optional comment box. Approximately 1,379 respondents completed this 

optional comment box. Below is a sample of the comments received. 

Sa ple of co e ts i  respo se to Is there a ythi g else you ould like to share ith us regarding the Phase 

T o Pla ?  

In support of the plan 

Accelerate the development plan. Thanks for connecting us and making our life easy. 

After reading the discussion guide, the phase two plan seems like a well-deserved upgrade and update to the 
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system 

I fully support the plan and the funding mechanisms proposed. Thank you for your work on improving 

transportation in our region. I look forward to seeing mobility pricing being implemented to pay for more transit 

improvements. 

Implement as quickly as possible. 

Related to proposed transportation improvements in the plan 

Better pedestrian access to transit 

Better bus service 

As a Surrey resident and transit service user, I'd like to get the same transit service as Vancouver and Coquitlam 

residents. I'd prefer SkyTrain to LRT as SkyTrain is faster and more reliable. 

LRT would not help the community of Surrey and Langley. 

The Millennium Line extension should be brought all the way to UBC in a single, two-phase construction project. 

Although expansion is necessary for a growing a region, don't forget the maintenance. Funds need to be allocated 

for keeping the buses running and the stations looking clean 

Dedicated bike routes with separation from cars. 

Related to proposed funding sources in the plan 

Development levy are the best bet because of the value added to the properties near to the SkyTrain they should 

pay as they will see the higher increase in value 

Keep fares low. Family or group discounts on fares. Road pricing to fund transit cost. 

Determine what is absolutely necessary and spend only on those things. It is already extremely expensive to live in 

Vancouver so don't add taxes and raise costs on the public. 

Funding for transit benefits riders and drivers alike. Funding needs to be shared by all. 

Related to future transportation needs 

Autonomous vehicles will make buses and taxis much more affordable; we should spend more on roadways to 

support these vehicles. 

Improve North Shore rapid transit 

Create a SkyTrain line directly from Langley to Coquitlam 

It's not nearly ambitious enough. Trains are the future, let's get there fast. 

 

Area of Residence 

The following table shows a breakdown of completed sur e s  respo de t’s u i ipalit  of reside e. 

Municipality Count Municipality Count 

Anmore  5 North Vancouver - City  72 

Belcarra  2 North Vancouver - District  92 

Bowen Island  2 Pitt Meadows  14 

Burnaby  231 Port Coquitlam  8 

Coquitlam  154 Port Moody  37 

Langley City  40 Richmond  114 

Langley Township  101 Surrey  668 

Lions Bay  1 
Vancouver and University Endowment 

Lands  
796 

Maple Ridge  57 
West Vancouver (including Horseshoe 

Bay)  
26 

New Westminster  137 White Rock  29 
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North Delta  38 

Other  74 South Delta (including 

Tsawwassen/Ladner/Tsawwassen - 

First Nation)  

40 

 

CONSULTATION ACTIVITIES 

TransLink scheduled eight public open houses and 1 information session across the region in Coquitlam, 

Vancouver, North Vancouver, Maple Ridge, Richmond, Surrey, Burnaby, and Langley. Through the open 

houses, TransLink engaged 972 people. 

 

Date Location Attendees 

Wed May 2 Coquitlam Centre Mall (Food Court), Coquitlam 120 

Thurs May 3 
Vancouver Convention Centre West (BMO Marathon Expo), 

Vancouver 
19 

Fri May 4 Shipyards Night Market, City of North Vancouver 136 

Sat May 5 Ridge Meadows Home Show, Maple Ridge 228 

Sun May 6 Ste esto  Far er’s Market, Ri h o d 122 

Tues May 8 Surrey City Hall (Civic Plaza), Surrey 24 

Wed May 9 
Metrotown (South Plaza, near bus loop on Central Boulevard), 

Burnaby 
127 

Thurs May 10 Willowbrook Mall, Langley 135 

Sunday May 13 
White Ro k Far er’s Market, White Ro k (i for atio  sessio  
only) 

61 

 

CONSULTATION NOTIFICATION 

DIGITAL MEDIA 

A significant amount of digital marketing was implemented informing the public of the project, sharing 

information about the open houses and providing a link to the online public survey.  

The top 10 referrals to landing page (https://tenyearvision.translink.ca/get-involved) from April 30 to 

May 11, 2018 are listed in the table below. 

 

Referrals to tenyearvision.translink.ca/get-involved Page views Unique Page views 

Facebook (paid and organic) 6,019 5,411 

Google (paid and organic) 5,478 4,966 

Direct 1,181 1,034 
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Twitter (paid and organic) 859 759 

Millennium Line Broadway Extension Project Email 208 170 

Surrey Light Rail Project Email 203 168 

skytrainforsurrey.org/2018/05/01/voice-opposition-

may-2018/ 
83 70 

surreylightrail.ca 34 31 

nsnews.com/news/translink-launches-public-

consultation-on-7b-transit-plan-1.23286763 
30 26 

http://vancourier.com/news/translink-launches-public-

consultation-on-7b-transit-plan-1.23286269  

29 24 

Total 14,124 12,659 

 

PRINT MEDIA 

In addition to the online marketing, newspaper advertisements ran on the following dates. 

Publications Insertion dates (2018) 

Vancouver Courier April 26, May 3 

North Shore News April 27, May 4 

Burnaby Now April 27, May 4 

Tri-City News April 27, May 4 

Richmond News April 26, May 3 

Langley Times April 27, May 4 

Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows News April 27, May 4 

Surrey Now-Leader April 27, May 4 

Delta Optimist April 27, May 4 

Peace Arch News April 27, May 4 

Sing Tao Daily April 26, May 3 

Ming Pao Daily April 25, May 2 

Indo-Canadian Times April 26, May 3 

 

MEDIA EVENT 

On April 30, 2018, TransLink held a technical briefing and issued a media release providing media with 

an overview of the Phase Two Plan and the public consultation process.  

ADDITIONAL PRESENTATIONS 

TransLink staff made presentations to stakeholder groups, industry associations, and others to publicize 

the consultation and to share information on the Phase Two Plan: 

http://vancourier.com/news/translink-launches-public-consultation-on-7b-transit-plan-1.23286269
http://vancourier.com/news/translink-launches-public-consultation-on-7b-transit-plan-1.23286269
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 Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association  (DVBIA) 

 Metro Vancouver Council of Councils 

 Regional Planning Advisory Council 

 Regional Transportation Advisory Council  
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APPENDIX C. CONSULTATION MATERIAL 

CONSULTATION PUBLIC SURVEY 
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CONSULTATION DISPLAY BOARDS 
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APPENDIX D. MARKETING MATERIALS 

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISMENT (SAMPLE) 
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POST CARD 
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APPENDIX E. LETTER SUBMISSIONS 

  





 

 

May 11, 2018  

 

TransLink Board 

287 Nelson's Ct #400 

New Westminster, B.C. V3L 0E7 

Via email: board@translink.ca 
 

Mayors’ Council 

Via email: mayorscouncil@Translink.ca 

 

Re: Public Consultation 10-Year Plan 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 10-year plan and the efforts by the TransLink team to 

advance better, sustainable transportation in Metro Vancouver. With this letter, we would like to submit 

more detailed comments on the 10-year plan than is possible via the online consultation tool. 

 

Background 

 

The David Suzuki Foundation has long advocated for increased investments in public and active 

transportation in Metro Vancouver. We were delighted by the historic $4.1 billion, 10-year Infrastructure 

Bilateral Agreement signed between the federal and provincial government in Vancouver on April 2, 2018. 

It represents the final step in unlocking funds to modernize Metro Vancouver’s transportation system and 

ease traffic in the region.  

 

With this agreement, federal, provincial and regional funds are now all in place to proceed with the $7.3 

billion Phase 2 of the Mayors’ Council 10-Year Vision for Metro Vancouver Transit and Transportation. 

This funding is critical to support a resilient economy and to ensure we have livable, healthy communities 

for years to come. The growing ridership in Metro Vancouver shows how important public transit is to 

residents and the economy. The many elements of the plan, such as new B-lines and increased bus 

service, will help address the trend of ever-increasing congestion while offering residents new choices. 

 

These infrastructure improvements will give people in Metro Vancouver options for faster, healthier ways 

to get around. With road transportation responsible for 25 per cent of B.C.’s carbon emissions, this 

funding is a victory for climate protection, moving us closer to truly sustainable transportation. It provides 

a strong foundation to accelerate electrification of transportation throughout the province. 



 

We applaud the inclusion in the bilateral agreement of a target to increase by at least 25 per cent the 

modal share for public transit and active transportation over the course of the agreement. We also 

strongly support using a climate change mitigation and resilience lens to assess projects. Furthermore, 

the province’s commitment in Budget 2018 to “work with TransLink and local governments in Metro 

Vancouver to secure appropriate levels of density, rental supply, and affordability along new transit 

corridors” will assist in maximizing the benefits delivered by new transit investments, foster protection of 

urban ecosystems and result in complete communities and reduced transportation costs.  

 

The Foundation has campaigned for investments in public transit and active transportation in Metro 

Vancouver for more than a decade, publishing a groundbreaking research paper in 2016, Breaking 

Gridlock. We were a co-founder of the Better Transit and Transportation Coalition, a broad-based 

coalition of business, labour, health, non-profit, environment and student groups, united in the desire to 

improve the quality of life in the Metro region and throughout B.C.  

 

Specific comments on the 10-year plan 

 

The foundation acknowledges all the efforts by TransLink and the Mayors’ Council in developing the 10-

year plan and the substantial efforts invested in public consultation along the way. We are very much in 

support of the overall plan and the improved transit service and active transportation options that it will 

provide. The plan will play a critical role in supporting decarbonization of the transportation sector and 

improving air quality. We are anxious to see these investments move forward in a timely manner.  

 

We also advocate for the following in the implementation of the 10-year plan: 

 

• Consistent with the province’s commitment in Budget 2018, we urge TransLink to work with 

municipalities and Metro Vancouver to ensure the return on transit investments is maximized 

through Smart Growth principles that create compact, healthy communities while avoiding loss 

of green space.  

• We urge TransLink to work diligently to ensure GHG emissions of new infrastructure are 

minimized on a life-cycle basis so as to maximize climate change mitigation benefits. 

• There has been a considerable lag time in securing funding for the 10-year plan. Since the plan 

was developed, there have been rapid developments in battery electric bus technologies. As a 

result, on a life-cycle cost basis, battery electric buses are now cheaper than diesel buses — 

even before the considerable health benefits are factored in. Cities around the world are moving 

much more aggressively than TransLink / Coast Mountain Bus Company to electrify their bus 

fleets. Already by late summer 2018, one city (Porterville, CA) anticipates having a fully electric 

bus fleet. TransLink should be ahead, not behind the curve. Although we are pleased to see that 

TransLink is undertaking a 2.5-year pilot program with four fast charging electric buses 

beginning in 2019, this seems overly modest and suggests that further additions to this fleet 

would only occur in 2021. In comparison, the TTC has announced that it will acquire 30 long-

distance battery electric buses by 2019. TransLink needs a much more ambitious plan. 

Shenzhen’s transport commission has already transitioned its fleet of 16,359 buses to electric. 
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Certainly, TransLink should rapidly move toward avoiding investments in new emitting buses to 

the extent possible and give preference to zero emission vehicles. 

• Regarding the Broadway subway line, we believe it will be important to proceed in a manner 

that facilitates the timely extension of the line all the way to UBC. 

• Metro Vancouver has achieved impressive gains in active transportation. While such growth is 

highly desirable, there is the prospect that cycling infrastructure built today will end up with 

insufficient capacity to carry bicycle traffic 10 to 15 years from now. We advocate for designing 

infrastructure to allow ample room for passing slower cyclists, taking into account that there are 

cargo bicycles, trailer bikes, etc. 

• We are concerned about the unacceptable level of motor vehicle incidents involving pedestrians 

and cyclists in the Metro Vancouver region that result in fatalities or injuries. We applaud the 

investments that have been made to date to make the region’s roads safer. In proceeding with 

the 10-year plan, TransLink needs to redouble efforts with local municipalities and the province 

to improve safety for vulnerable road users. 

Thank you for considering the above. We look forward to ongoing collaboration with TransLink and its 

partners in enabling sustainable transportation and healthy, resilient communities. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

Tom Green, PhD 

Climate Solutions Policy Analyst 

 

cc.  Bowinn Ma, Parliamentary Secretary, TransLink 

Drew Ferrari, Senior Advisor, 10-year plan, TransLink  

 Peter Ladner, Chair, Better Transit and Transportation Coalition 
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Summary 
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Background 

• TransLink is in the process of developing the Phase Two Investment Plan. As a condition of the 

SCBCTA A t, Tra sLi k ust o sult ith the pu li , the Ma or’s Cou il, the GVRD, a d lo al 
municipalities on the contents of an investment plan. The Phase Two Investment Plan covers a 

number of upcoming projects relating to transit and transportation in Metro Vancouver, as well as  

the methods suggested to pay for these projects. 

• TransLink commissioned NRG Research Group to conduct an online study with residents of Metro 

Vancouver. The purpose of the survey was to gather feedback on the Phase Two Plan among 

members of the public.  

• The specific research objectives were as follows: 

• Identify issues that are perceived as the most important issues facing Metro Vancouver over the next 

ten years. 

• Measure perceived importance to the region of eight planned transportation improvements, and 

e a i e reaso s for rati g a  of the i pro e e ts ot at all i porta t.  

• I estigate per eptio s of four suggested fu di g sour es that a  o tri ute to the regio ’s share of 
the planned transportation improvement costs, and explore reasons for rating any of the funding 

sources as unfair. 

• Gauge reactions to the information available on the Phase Two Plan. 

• Capture any additional feedback on the Phase Two Plan. 

• A total of 2,000 surveys were completed with Metro Vancouver region residents. The study was 

fielded using a general population online panel between April 30 and May 8, 2018. 

• The data were weighted by age, gender, and region in this study, based on census data. 
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Importance of Issues Facing Metro Vancouver and Transportation Improvements 

• Metro Vancouver residents believe that housing/homelessness is the most important issue residents of 

the region will face over the next ten years (69% of residents select this as a key issue). Other important 

issues facing the Metro Vancouver region include traffic congestion (45%), health care (36%), and public 

transportation (30%).  

• Residents also weighed in on the importance of eight transportation improvements included within the 

Phase Two Plan. 

• Upgrades to major roads (65% extremely or very important), as well as upgrades to bus service 

including the purchase of new buses (63%) and upgrades to SkyTrain service including new rail cars 

(63%) receive the highest ratings of importance. 

• More than one-half (55%) rate the new Millennium Line Broadway Extension as extremely or very 

important. Nearly one-half do the same for modernizing existing Expo-Millennium Line infrastructure 

(46%), building the Surrey-Newton-Guildford LRT (46%), and enhancing HandyDART service including 

new vehicles (43%). 

• The improvement rated as least important is upgrading cycling and pedestrian infrastructure (28%). 

• Residents were also asked to complete a MaxDiff exercise to determine relative importance of these eight 

projects. Enhancements to SkyTrain service, enhancements to bus service, and upgrades to major roads 

again emerge as the three most important transportation improvements, followed by the two new rapid 

transit projects (Millennium Line Broadway Extension and Surrey-Newton-Guildford LRT). Upgrades to 

cycling and pedestrian infrastructure again ranks as the least important of the planned transportation 

improvements. 
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Funding Sources 

• Metro Vancouver residents also rated the fairness of four different funding options that may contribute to 

the regio ’s share of the tra sportatio  i pro e e t osts: 

• Development cost charges on new developments are seen as the most fair option, with 58% rating 

this revenue source as very or somewhat fair. 

• Transit fare increases receive mixed reviews, with one-half (50%) rating this funding option as fair. 

• Roughly four in ten (38%) rate a parking sales tax increase as fair, while only one-quarter (27%) 

believe that a property tax increase would be a fair funding source for planned transportation 

improvements. 

 

Information About the Phase Two Plan 

• More than one-half (55%) of Metro Vancouver residents find the information presented about the Phase 

Two Plan at tenyearvision.translink.ca to be clear and understandable. Only one in ten (10%) do not find 

the information clear and understandable. 
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Method 

Data Collection & Participants 



Data Collection & Participants 

• On behalf of TransLink, NRG Research Group conducted an online study of Metro Vancouver 

residents aged 19 years or older. The sample was obtained using a general population online 

panel offered by Research Now.  

• A pre-test was conducted on Monday, April 30, 2018; no issues with the questionnaire were 

detected, so the completed pre-test responses were included in the final dataset. The study 

officially launched later that day, and online interviewing continued until the target of 2,000 

completes was obtained.  

• Out of 2,556 Metro Vancouver residents who agreed to participate in the survey, 124 were 

disqualified for reasons such as residing outside of Metro Vancouver, being under 19 years of 

age (or refusing to provide their age), or for employment reasons (i.e., they or a family 

member are employed by TransLink and/or the transit system, or in market research, media, 

communications, or public relations). Another 82 accepted the invitation after their quota 

was filled, and 350 began but did not complete the entire survey. 

• A total of 2,000 Metro Vancouver residents completed the survey – a final completion rate of 

12.0% out of the 16,639 panelists who were invited to participate. A margin of error cannot 

be provided for online panel samples as they are not considered to be probability samples. 

• During data collection, quotas were established by age category, gender, and region in 

accordance to their representation in the general population. The data were weighted in this 

study. The weighting methodology is described on the following slide. 
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Weighting 

Calculating Sex-Age by Region weights 

• Weight parameters were developed for the entire dataset of completed surveys. 

• Using census data for the Metro Vancouver area, the appropriate proportions of Sex 

(male and female) and Age (19-34, 35-54, 55+) groups by region were determined for 

each of seven regions (Vancouver, North Shore, North East, Burnaby/New Westminster, 

South of Fraser, South Delta/Richmond, and Pitt Meadows/Maple Ridge). 

• This results in a 6 (Sex-Age groups) by 7 (Regions) matrix of proportions that sum to 1.00 

(a sample row for Burnaby/New Westminster is shown below for the general public file). 

• The obtained proportions for those same matrix cells were then calculated based on the 

survey results.  

• By dividing the obtained proportions into the parameter proportions, weights for each 

group were obtained. Each case was up- or down-weighted in accordance with its under- 

or over-representation in the sample. 
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M 19 - 34 M 35 - 54 M 55+ F 19 - 34 F 35 - 54 F 55+ 

Burnaby/ New 

Westminster (Parameter) 
0.0201 0.0211 0.0205 0.0194 0.0228 0.0236 

Burnaby/ New 

Westminster (Obtained) 
0.0085 0.0245 0.0255 0.0165 0.0245 0.0280 

Burnaby/ New 

Westminster (Weight) 
2.352941 0.857143 0.823529 1.151515 0.938776 0.857143 
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Results 

Importance of Issues Facing Metro 

Vancouver 

Note: In some cases, the summary statistics (e.g., the total percent agree) when compared to the sum of 

the individual percentages may differ by +/- 1 percentage points.  These differences are due to rounding. 



• Metro Vancouver residents were 

asked to indicate up to three issues 

they believe are the most important 

issues that Metro Vancouver 

residents will face in the next ten 

years.   

• Concerns around housing and 

homelessness (69%) are by far the 

most commonly-chosen issue, 

followed by traffic congestion (45%), 

health care (36%), and public 

transportation (30%). 

10 

Most Important Issues Facing Metro Vancouver in Next Ten Years 

69% 

45% 

36% 

30% 

25% 

21% 

16% 

9% 

<1% 

<1% 

<1% 

<1% 

<1% 

1% 

3% 

Housing/ Poverty/ Homelessness

Traffic congestion

Health care

Public transportation

Economy/ Jobs

Crime/ Public safety

Environment

Education

Taxes

Cost of living

Immigration issues

Gas prices

Drug use/ Opioid crisis

Other

Don't know

Q1. What do you feel to be the most important issues 

that Metro Vancouver residents will face in the next 

ten years? (n=2,000) 

Base: All participants. 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 
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Importance of Planned Improvements 

19% 

5% 

11% 

4% 

6% 

3% 

2% 

2% 

23% 

19% 

15% 

16% 

13% 

8% 

8% 

8% 

29% 

31% 

26% 

33% 

26% 

25% 

26% 

24% 

17% 

28% 

27% 

28% 

32% 

35% 

35% 

34% 

12% 

17% 

22% 

19% 

26% 

30% 

29% 

32% 

Upgrading cycling and pedestrian

infrastructure across the region

(bikeways, sidewalks, etc.)

More HandyDART service and more

HandyDART vehicles across the region

Building the new Surrey-Newton-

Guildford light rail (LRT)

Modernizing Expo-Millennium Line

infrastructure (system and station

upgrades, etc.)

Building the new Millennium Line

Broadway Extension subway (SkyTrain)

More SkyTrain service and new SkyTrain

rail cars

More bus service and new buses across

the region

Upgrading major roads across the

region

Q2. How important do you feel each of these planned transportation 

improvements is for the Metro Vancouver region? (n=2,000) 

Not at all important Slightly important Moderately important Very important Extremely important

Total % 

Extremely/ 

Very 

Important: 

28% 

63% 

65% 

Base: All participants. 

*Note: Respo ses of u sure  are e luded fro  this hart ut i luded i  

 calculation of total importance score. 

63% 

55% 

46% 

46% 

43% 



• Nearly two-thirds (63%) of Metro 

Vancouver residents rate more 

SkyTrain service and new SkyTrain rail 

cars as either extremely or very 

important. 

• On the other hand, only one in ten 

(11%) rate this planned improvement 

as either not at all important or 

slightly important. Another one-

quarter (25%) of Metro Vancouver 

residents rate this improvement as 

moderately important. 
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Importance of Planned Improvements: More SkyTrain service and new rail cars 

Base: All participants. 
2% 
2% 

8% 

25% 

34% 

29% 

Q2. How important do you feel each of these 

planned transportation improvements is for the 

Metro Vancouver region: More SkyTrain service 

and new SkyTrain rail cars?  

(n=2,000) 

Extremely important

Very important

Moderately important

Slightly important

Not at all important

Unsure

Total Extremely/Very 

Important: 63% 



• Nearly two-thirds (63%) of Metro 

Vancouver residents rate more bus 

service and new bus vehicles as 

either extremely or very important. 

• On the other hand, only one in ten 

(10%) rate this planned improvement 

as either not at all important or 

slightly important. Another one-

quarter (25%) of Metro Vancouver 

residents rate this improvement as 

moderately important. 
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Importance of Planned Improvements: More Bus service and new bus vehicles 

Base: All participants. 
2% 
2% 

8% 

25% 

34% 

29% 

Q2. How important do you feel each of these 

planned transportation improvements is for the 

Metro Vancouver region: More bus service and 

new buses across the region?  

(n=2,000) 

Extremely important

Very important

Moderately important

Slightly important

Not at all important

Unsure

Total Extremely/Very 

Important: 63% 



• More than four in ten Metro 

Vancouver residents (43%) rate more 

HandyDART service and new 

HandyDART vehicles as either 

extremely or very important. 

• On the other hand, nearly one-

quarter (23%) rate this planned 

improvement as either not at all 

important or slightly important. 

Another three in ten (29%) of Metro 

Vancouver residents rate this 

improvement as moderately 

important. 
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Importance of Planned Improvements: More HandyDART service and new vehicles 

Base: All participants. 

5% 

5% 

18% 

29% 

27% 

16% 

Q2. How important do you feel each of these 

planned transportation improvements is for the 

Metro Vancouver region: More HandyDART service 

and new HandyDART vehicles across the region? 

(n=2,000) 

Extremely important

Very important

Moderately important

Slightly important

Not at all important

Unsure

Total Extremely/Very 

Important: 43% 



• Nearly two-thirds (65%) of Metro 

Vancouver residents rate upgrading 

major roads across the region as 

either extremely or very important. 

• On the other hand, only one in ten 

(10%) rate this planned improvement 

as either not at all important or 

slightly important. Another one-

quarter (24%) of Metro Vancouver 

residents rate this improvement as 

moderately important. 
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Importance of Planned Improvements: Upgrading major roads 

Base: All participants. 
2% 1% 
8% 

24% 

33% 

32% 

Q2. How important do you feel each of these 

planned transportation improvements is for the 

Metro Vancouver region: Upgrading major roads 

across the region?  

(n=2,000) 

Extremely important

Very important

Moderately important

Slightly important

Not at all important

Unsure

Total Extremely/Very 

Important: 65% 



• Nearly three in ten Metro Vancouver 

residents (28%) rate upgrading cycling 

and pedestrian infrastructure across 

the region as either extremely or very 

important. 

• On the other hand, more than four in 

ten (42%) rate this planned 

improvement as either not at all 

important or slightly important. 

Another 28% of Metro Vancouver 

residents rate this improvement as 

moderately important. 
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Importance of Planned Improvements: Upgrading cycling/ pedestrian infrastructure 

Base: All participants. 
2% 

19% 

23% 

28% 

16% 

12% 

Q2. How important do you feel each of these 

planned transportation improvements is for the 

Metro Vancouver region: Upgrading cycling and 

pedestrian infrastructure across the region?  

(n=2,000) 

Extremely important

Very important

Moderately important

Slightly important

Not at all important

Unsure

Total Extremely/Very 

Important: 28% 



• Nearly one-half (46%) of Metro 

Vancouver residents rate modernizing 

Expo-Millennium Line infrastructure 

(including system and station 

upgrades) as either extremely or very 

important. 

• On the other hand, two in ten (19%) 

rate this planned improvement as 

either not at all important or slightly 

important. Another one-third (32%) 

of Metro Vancouver residents rate 

this improvement as moderately 

important. 
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Importance of Planned Improvements: Modern Expo-Millennium Line infrastructure 

Base: All participants. 
2% 
4% 

15% 

32% 

27% 

19% 

Q2. How important do you feel each of these 

planned transportation improvements is for the 

Metro Vancouver region: Modernizing Expo-

Millennium Line infrastructure?  

(n=2,000) 

Extremely important

Very important

Moderately important

Slightly important

Not at all important

Unsure

Total Extremely/Very 

Important: 46% 



• Nearly one-half (46%) of Metro 

Vancouver residents rate building the 

new Surrey-Newton-Guildford light 

rail (LRT) as either extremely or very 

important. 

• On the other hand, one-quarter 

(25%) rate this planned improvement 

as either not at all important or 

slightly important. Another one-

quarter (25%) of Metro Vancouver 

residents rate this improvement as 

moderately important. 
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Importance of Planned Improvements: Building Surrey-Newton-Guildford LRT 

Base: All participants. 

5% 

10% 

14% 

25% 

25% 

21% 

Q2. How important do you feel each of these 

planned transportation improvements is for the 

Metro Vancouver region: Building the new Surrey-

Newton-Guildford light rail (LRT)?  

(n=2,000) 

Extremely important

Very important

Moderately important

Slightly important

Not at all important

Unsure

Total Extremely/Very 

Important: 46% 



• More than one-half (55%) of Metro 

Vancouver residents rate building the 

new Millennium Line Broadway 

Extension subway (SkyTrain) as either 

extremely or very important. 

• On the other hand, 17% rate this 

planned improvement as either not 

at all important or slightly important. 

Another one-quarter (25%) of Metro 

Vancouver residents rate this 

improvement as moderately 

important. 
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Importance of Planned Improvements: Building Millennium Line Broadway Extension 

Base: All participants. 

3% 
5% 

12% 

25% 

31% 

24% 

Q2. How important do you feel each of these 

planned transportation improvements is for the 

Metro Vancouver region: Building the new 

Millennium Line Broadway Extension subway?  

(n=2,000) 

Extremely important

Very important

Moderately important

Slightly important

Not at all important

Unsure

Total Extremely/Very 

Important: 55% 



• Among those residents rating 

enhancements to SkyTrain service 

(including new rail cars) as not at all 

important, cost is the number one 

concern (mentioned by 40%). 

• Other reasons for rating this 

improvement as not at all important 

include a desire to expand transit to 

other areas (17%). Fourteen percent 

believe that other improvements are 

more important than SkyTrain service 

enhancement, while 13% each do not 

use public transit or believe that 

current SkyTrain service levels are 

sufficient. 
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Reasons for Perceived Unimportance: More SkyTrain service and new rail cars 

40% 

17% 

14% 

13% 

13% 

8% 

7% 

7% 

5% 

15% 

The cost is too high/ would unduly

increase taxes

Expand transit to other areas

This transportation improvement is not

as important for the region as other

transportation improvements

Prefer driving/ do not use public transit

We already have sufficient SkyTrain

service

Enhance or improve already existing

services

The proposed improvement will not

encourage people to walk, bike, or take

transit

The proposed improvement will not

benefit my community

Other

Prefer not to answer

Q2b. Why do you feel more SkyTrain service and new 

SkyTrain rail cars is not important to the region? 

(n=50) 

Base: Those rati g ore Sk Trai  ser i e a d e  Sk Trai  rail ars   
as ot at all i porta t . 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 



• Among those residents rating 

enhancements to bus service 

(including new bus vehicles) as not at 

all important, one-quarter (25%) 

believe that current bus service levels 

are sufficient and nearly the same 

proportion (23%) are concerned 

about the cost of these 

improvements. 

• Other reasons for rating this 

improvement as not at all important 

include a desire to focus instead on 

SkyTrain service enhancements 

(18%), or other projects that are seen 

as more important for the region 

(14%). 
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Reasons for Perceived Unimportance: More Bus service and new bus vehicles 

25% 

(11 mentions) 

23% 

(8 mentions) 

18% 

(7 mentions) 

14% 

(4 mentions) 

8% 

(3 mentions) 

8% 

(4 mentions) 

4% 

(2 mentions) 

4% 

(2 mentions) 

1% 

(1 mention) 

2% 

(2 mentions) 

12% 

(5 mentions) 

We already have sufficient bus service

The cost is too high/ would unduly

increase taxes

Focus on improving or expanding

SkyTrain service

This transportation improvement is not

as i porta t for the regio  as other…

The proposed improvement will not

e ourage people to alk, ike, or take…

Prefer driving/ do not use public transit

Improving bus service means improving

roads

The proposed improvement will not

improve my community

Positive (non-specific)

Other (including off-topic)

Prefer not to answer

Q2b. Why do you feel more bus service and new 

buses across the region is not important to the 

region? 

(n=39*) 

Base: Those rati g ore us ser i e a d e  uses a ross the regio   
as ot at all i porta t . 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

*Note: small sample size. 



• Among those residents rating 

enhancements to HandyDART service 

(including new HandyDART vehicles) 

as not at all important, two in ten 

(20%) think that the service base is 

too small to be important. 

• Other reasons for rating this 

improvement as not at all important 

include concern about costs (12%) or 

notes that HandyDART services are 

not personally relevant (11%). 

• Eight percent each mention that they 

are unfamiliar with HandyDART 

services, that they believe 

HandyDART services are sufficient as 

they are, or that there are enough 

services for people with disabilities. 
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Reasons for Perceived Unimportance: More HandyDART service and new vehicles 

20% 

12% 

11% 

8% 

8% 

8% 

7% 

2% 

2% 

8% 

27% 

This service is too small/ only a small

number of users need HandyDART

The cost is too high/ would unduly

increase taxes

HandyDART services do not affect me

I am not familiar with HandyDART or its

services

We already have sufficient HandyDART

service

There are already enough services for

people with disabilities

This transportation improvement is not

as important for the region as others

The proposed improvement will not

encourage people to walk, bike, etc.

Positive (non-specific)

Other

Prefer not to answer

Q2b. Why do you feel more HandyDART service and 

new HandyDART vehicles across the region is not 

important to the region? 

(n=86) 

Base: Those rati g ore HandyDART service and new HandyDART vehicles 

a ross the regio  as ot at all i porta t . 
Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 



• Among those few residents rating 

upgrades to major roads across the 

region as not at all important, one-

quarter each say that other 

improvements are more important 

(27%) or that we need to promote 

the use of transit over driving (25%). 

• Other reasons for rating this 

improvement as not at all important 

include concerns about the cost 

(16%) and worries that this 

improvement would not encourage 

people to seek out other forms of 

transportation such as walking, 

cycling, or transit (15%). 
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Reasons for Perceived Unimportance: Upgrading major roads 

27% 

(7 mentions) 

25% 

(10 mentions) 

16% 

(4 mentions) 

15% 

(6 mentions) 

9% 

(2 mentions) 

3% 

(1 mention) 

2% 

(1 mention) 

2% 

(1 mention) 

24% 

(5 mentions) 

This transportation improvement is not

as important for the region as other

transportation improvements

We need to promote the use of transit

over driving

The cost is too high/ would unduly

increase taxes

The proposed improvement will not

encourage people to walk, bike, or take

transit

I do not drive

The proposed improvement will not

benefit my community

Municipalities should fund roads

Positive (non-specific)

Prefer not to answer

Q2b. Why do you feel upgrading major roads across 

the region is not important to the region? 

(n=28*) 

Base: Those rati g upgradi g ajor roads a ross the regio   
as ot at all i porta t . 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

*Note: small sample size. 



• Among those residents rating 

upgrades to cycling and pedestrian 

infrastructure across the region as 

not at all important, one-quarter 

(23%) believe that there is already 

enough cycling and pedestrian 

infrastructure, and two in ten (20%) 

are concerned that bike lanes cause 

traffic congestion. 

• Other reasons for rating this 

improvement as not at all important 

include the population of cyclists or 

pedestrians being too small to be 

important (16%) as well as the cost 

being too high (14%). 
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Reasons for Perceived Unimportance: Upgrading cycling/ pedestrian infrastructure 

23% 

20% 

16% 

14% 

12% 

11% 

9% 

9% 

7% 

6% 

6% 

11% 

There are enough already

Bike lanes create traffic congestion/ take

up too much space

Only a small amount of the population

cycle or walk

The cost is too high/ would unduly

increase taxes

Cyclists do not use current bike

infrastructure

This transportation improvement is not

as important for the region as others

Cyclists cause unsafe road conditions (do

not follow traffic laws, cause accidents)

Our climate prevents year-round cycling

or walking

Expanding or improving transit should be

a priority

The proposed improvement will not

encourage people to walk, bike, etc.

Other

Prefer not to answer

Q2b. Why do you feel upgrading cycling and 

pedestrian infrastructure across the region is not 

important to the region? 

(n=402) 

Base: Those rati g upgradi g li g a d pedestria  i frastru ture a ross 
the regio  as ot at all i porta t . 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

Only those comments mentioned by 5% or more are shown individually. 



• Among those residents rating 

modernizing Expo-Millennium Line 

infrastructure such as system and 

station upgrades as not at all 

important, cost is the number one 

concern (mentioned by 25%). 

• Other reasons for rating this 

improvement as not at all important 

include a desire to expand SkyTrain to 

other areas (20%).  

• Roughly one in ten (11%) are 

concerned that this improvement will 

not encourage walking, cycling, or 

transit use. About the same number 

believe that this improvement is not 

as important for the region as other 

improvements (10%) or say they 

do ’t use the E po or Mille iu  
Lines (10%). 
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Reasons for Perceived Unimportance: Modern Expo-Millennium Line infrastructure 

25% 

20% 

11% 

10% 

10% 

7% 

3% 

16% 

The cost is too high/ would unduly

increase taxes

Focus on expanding SkyTrain to other

communities

The proposed improvement will not

encourage people to walk, bike, or take

transit

This transportation improvement is not

as important for the region as other

transportation improvements

I do ’t use the E po or Mille iu  Li es 

There are more important areas to focus

on (non-specific)

Other

Prefer not to answer

Q2b. Why do you feel modernizing Expo-Millennium 

Line infrastructure is not important to the region? 

(n=90) 

Base: Those rati g oder izi g E po-Mille iu  Li e i frastru ture   
as ot at all i porta t . 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

Only those comments mentioned by 2% or more are shown individually. 



• Among those residents rating building 

the Surrey-Newton-Guildford LRT as 

not at all important, the most 

prominent reason is the preference 

for SkyTrain over LRT for the rapid 

transit expansion in the area (25%). 

• Other reasons for rating this 

improvement as not at all important 

include the improvement not being a 

benefit for other communities (17%), 

as well as concerns around traffic 

congestion or safety issues that may 

be caused by LRT (14%). 

• Thirteen percent rate this 

improvement as not at all important 

because they believe that the cost is 

too high. 
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Reasons for Perceived Unimportance: Building Surrey-Newton-Guildford LRT 

25% 

17% 

14% 

13% 

9% 

7% 

4% 

3% 

3% 

2% 

2% 

7% 

13% 

Expand SkyTrain in this area instead of

LRT

The proposed improvement will not

benefit my community

LRT will create traffic congestion or

safety issues

The cost is too high/ would unduly

increase taxes

I don't intend to use this service

We already have sufficient transit service

(bus) in the area

There are more important areas to focus

on (non-specific)

Consider other alternatives to LRT (non-

specific)

Consider bus rapid transit (BRT) instead

of LRT

This transportation improvement is not

as important for the region as others

Prefer driving/ do not use public transit

Other

Don't know/ prefer not to answer

Q2b. Why do you feel building the new Surrey-

Newton-Guildford light rail (LRT) is not important to 

the region? 

(n=202) 

Base: Those rati g uildi g the e  Surre -Newton-Guildford light rail 

LRT  as ot at all i porta t . 
Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

Only those comments mentioned by 2% or more are shown individually. 



• Among those residents rating building 

the new Millennium Line Broadway 

Extension as not at all important, 

one-quarter (26%) cite cost as their 

primary concern. 

• Thirteen percent each would like to 

see transit expanded to other areas, 

or believe that the current bus 

service in the area is already 

sufficient. 

• Other reasons for rating this 

improvement as not at all important 

include concerns around the 

disruption caused by construction 

(11%), as well as concern that the 

improvement would only benefit 

students (10%) and a desire to 

enhance or improve existing services 

instead of building new services 

(10%). 
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Reasons for Perceived Unimportance: Building Millennium Line Broadway Extension 

26% 

13% 

13% 

11% 

10% 

10% 

9% 

9% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

2% 

13% 

The cost is too high/ would unduly

increase taxes

Expand transit to other areas

We already have sufficient transit service

(bus) in the area

Construction will be too disruptive (will

take too long, will cause traffic issues)

Only students will benefit from this

Enhance or improve already existing

services

The proposed improvement will not

benefit my community

There are more important areas to focus

on (non-specific)

The proposed improvement will not

encourage people to walk, bike, etc.

I don't intend to use this service

This transportation improvement is not

as important for the region as others

Other

Don't know/ prefer not to answer

Q2b. Why do you feel building the new Millennium 

Line Broadway Extension subway (SkyTrain) is not 

important to the region? 

(n=122) 

Base: Those rati g uildi g the e  Mille iu  Li e Broad a  E te sio  
su a  Sk Trai  as ot at all i porta t . 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

Only those comments mentioned by 2% or more are shown individually. 



• Metro Vancouver residents also 
participated in a MaxDiff exercise to 
allow for a more definitive measure 
of relative importance of the eight 
planned transportation 
improvements. 

• As with the combined ratings of 
e tre el  i porta t  or er  

i porta t,  the top three pla ed 
improvements are quite close to each 
other in relative importance. SkyTrain 
service improvements and bus 
service improvements are ranked first 
and second, followed closely by 
upgrades to major roads. 

• The two major rapid transit 
expansion projects follow, with the 
Millennium Line Broadway Extension 
ranking higher than the Surrey-
Newton-Guildford LRT project. 

• Upgrades to cycling and pedestrian 
infrastructure once again receive the 
lowest scores for importance among 
the eight projects. 
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Relative Importance of Planned Transportation Improvements 

17.7% 

17.5% 

16.6% 

14.8% 

11.5% 

9.0% 

8.5% 

4.3% 

More SkyTrain service and new SkyTrain

rail cars

More bus service and new buses across

the region

Upgrading major roads across the region

Building the new Millennium Line

Broadway extension subway (SkyTrain)

Building the new Surrey-Newton-

Guildford light rail (LRT)

Modernizing Expo-Millennium Line

infrastructure

More HandyDART service and new

HandyDART vehicles across the region

Upgrading cycling and pedestrian

infrastructure across the region

Q3. Looking at these projects slightly differently... In 

your opinion, which option would be the most 

important to Metro Vancouver and which would be 

the least important? [MAX DIFF SUMMARY] 

(n=2,000) 

Base: All participants. 

Figures represent relative share of importance among eight planned 

transportation improvements as a mean score. 
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Results 

Funding Sources 
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Importance of Planned Improvements 

33% 

23% 

16% 

7% 

22% 

20% 

15% 

9% 

17% 

19% 

18% 

19% 

19% 

24% 

29% 

28% 

9% 

15% 

22% 

31% 

Property tax increase

Parking sales tax increase

Transit fare increase

Development cost charge on new

development

Q4. Please rate how fair you feel each of the following funding sources are in 

paying for the region’s portion of the Phase Two Plan transportation 
improvements? (n=2,000) 

Very unfair Somewhat unfair Neither fair nor unfair Somewhat fair Very fair

Total %  

Very/ 

Somewhat 

Fair: 

27% 

58% 

Base: All participants. 

*Note: Respo ses of do ’t k o  are e luded fro  this hart ut included 

calculation of in total fairness score. 

50% 

38% 



• One-half (50%) of Metro Vancouver 

residents believe that transit fare 

increases are a very or somewhat fair 

fu di g sour e for the regio ’s 
portion of the Phase Two Plan 

transportation improvements. 

• That said, one-third (31%) rate this 

potential funding source as either 

very or somewhat unfair. Another 

17% of Metro Vancouver residents 

rate this funding source as neither 

fair nor unfair. 
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Fairness of Funding Sources in Phase Two Plan: Transit fare increase 

Base: All participants. 
2% 

16% 

15% 

17% 

29% 

21% 

Q4. Please rate how fair you feel transit rate 

increases are in paying for the region’s portion of 
the Phase Two Plan transportation improvements?  

(n=2,000) 

Very fair

Somewhat fair

Neither fair nor unfair

Somewhat unfair

Very unfair

Don't know

Total Very/Somewhat 

Fair: 50% 



• Four in ten Metro Vancouver 

residents (38%) believe that parking 

sales tax increases are a very or 

somewhat fair funding source for the 

regio ’s portio  of the Phase T o 
Plan transportation improvements. 

• That said, roughly the same 

proportion (41%) rate this potential 

funding source as either very or 

somewhat unfair. Another 18% of 

Metro Vancouver residents rate this 

funding source as neither fair nor 

unfair. 
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Fairness of Funding Sources in Phase Two Plan: Parking sales tax increase 

Base: All participants. 

3% 

22% 

19% 

18% 

23% 

14% 

Q4. Please rate how fair you feel parking sales tax 

increases are in paying for the region’s portion of 
the Phase Two Plan transportation improvements?  

(n=2,000) 

Very fair

Somewhat fair

Neither fair nor unfair

Somewhat unfair

Very unfair

Don't know

Total Very/Somewhat 

Fair: 38% 



• One-quarter (27%) of Metro 

Vancouver residents believe that 

property tax increases are a very or 

somewhat fair funding source for the 

regio ’s portio  of the Phase T o 
Plan transportation improvements. 

• That said, more than one-half (53%) 

rate this potential funding source as 

either very or somewhat unfair, 

including one-third (32%) of Metro 

Vancouver residents who give a rating 

of er  u fair.  Another 17% of 

Metro Vancouver residents rate this 

funding source as neither fair nor 

unfair. 
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Fairness of Funding Sources in Phase Two Plan: Property tax increase 

Base: All participants. 

3% 

32% 

21% 

17% 

19% 

9% 

Q4. Please rate how fair you feel property tax 

increases are in paying for the region’s portion of 
the Phase Two Plan transportation improvements?  

(n=2,000) 

Very fair

Somewhat fair

Neither fair nor unfair

Somewhat unfair

Very unfair

Don't know

Total Very/Somewhat 

Fair: 27% 



• Nearly six in ten Metro Vancouver 

residents (58%) believe that 

development cost charges on new 

developments are a very or 

somewhat fair funding source for the 

regio ’s portio  of the Phase T o 
Plan transportation improvements. 

• Only 16% rate this potential funding 

source as either very or somewhat 

unfair. Another 18% of Metro 

Vancouver residents rate this funding 

source as neither fair nor unfair. 
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Fairness of Funding Sources in Phase Two Plan: Development fee increase 

Base: All participants. 

8% 

7% 

9% 

18% 

27% 

31% 

Q4. Please rate how fair you feel development fee 

increases are in paying for the region’s portion of 
the Phase Two Plan transportation improvements?  

(n=2,000) 

Very fair

Somewhat fair

Neither fair nor unfair

Somewhat unfair

Very unfair

Don't know

Total Very/Somewhat 

Fair: 58% 



• Among those residents rating transit 

fare increases as an unfair funding 

source, the affordability of the 

proposed increase (58%) is by far the 

most commonly-given reason for the 

rating. 

• Other reasons for rating this funding 

source as unfair include the cost of 

living already being too high (21%), 

concerns that fare increases will lead 

to decreased ridership (14%), and 

concerns that the proposed increase 

will not encourage people to walk, 

bike, or take transit (13%). 
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Reasons for Perceived Unfairness: Transit fare increase 

58% 

21% 

14% 

13% 

4% 

3% 

7% 

19% 

The proposed increase is not affordable

Cost of living is already too high

Raising fares will decrease ridership

The proposed increase will not encourage

people to walk, bike, or take transit

Costs should be offset by spending cuts

instead

Should offer incentives instead of

penalties to ride transit

Other

Don't know/ prefer not to answer

Q4a. Why do you feel that a transit fare increase is an 

unfair way to pay for the region’s portion of these 
transportation improvements? 

(n=589) 

Base: Those rati g tra sit fare i rease   
as er  u fair  or so e hat u fair . 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

Only those comments mentioned by 2% or more are shown individually. 



• Among those residents rating parking 

sales tax increases as an unfair 

funding source, the number one 

concern is about the affordability of 

the proposed increase (42%). 

• Two in ten (19%) believe that drivers 

should not be forced to pay for transit 

upgrades that they do not use, while 

one in ten (10%) complain that they 

already pay enough in taxes. 
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Reasons for Perceived Unfairness: Parking sales tax increase 

42% 

19% 

10% 

7% 

2% 

2% 

6% 

26% 

The proposed increase is not affordable

Drivers should not be forced to pay for

something they don't use

I already pay enough in taxes

Drivers are already faced with high costs

(e.g., fuel, carbon tax, insurance)

The proposed increase will not encourage

people to walk, bike, or take transit

Negative (non-specific)

Other

Don't know/ prefer not to answer

Q4a. Why do you feel that a parking sales tax increase 

is an unfair way to pay for the region’s portion of 
these transportation improvements? 

(n=797) 

Base: Those rati g parki g sales ta  i rease   
as er  u fair  or so e hat u fair . 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

Only those comments mentioned by 2% or more are shown individually. 



• Among those residents rating 

property tax increases as an unfair 

funding source, the affordability of 

the proposed increase is once again 

the predominant reason for 

opposition (47%). 

• Another key reason for rating this 

funding source as unfair is being 

unable to see a link between 

homeownership and transit (27%). 
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Reasons for Perceived Unfairness: Property tax increase 

47% 

27% 

3% 

2% 

2% 

2% 

6% 

21% 

The proposed increase is not affordable

Homeownership has nothing to do with

transit

This funding source should not be used

for transportation

Cost of living is already too high

Not every community will benefit from

the transportation improvements

I don't use transit

Other

Don't know/ prefer not to answer

Q4a. Why do you feel that a property tax increase is 

an unfair way to pay for the region’s portion of these 
transportation improvements? 

(n=1,089) 

Base: Those rati g propert  ta  i rease   
as er  u fair  or so e hat u fair . 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

Only those comments mentioned by 2% or more are shown individually. 



• Among those residents rating fees 

charged to developers on new 

developments in the region as an 

unfair funding source, reasons for 

unfairness include developers already 

paying enough taxes (13%), as well as 

concerns that the proposed increase 

is not affordable (12%) or that this 

fee will have a negative impact on 

cost of living (11%). 
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Reasons for Perceived Unfairness: Development fee increase 

13% 

12% 

11% 

8% 

5% 

2% 

8% 

50% 

Developers already pay enough taxes

The proposed increase is not affordable

This will have a negative impact on cost

of living

We need alternative solutions

Not everyone uses transit

Costs should be offset by spending cuts

instead

Other

Don't know/ prefer not to answer

Q4a. Why do you feel that a development fee increase 

is an unfair way to pay for the region’s portion of 
these transportation improvements? 

(n=298) 

Base: Those rati g de elop e t fee i rease   
as er  u fair  or so e hat u fair . 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

Only those comments mentioned by 2% or more are shown individually. 



• Among those residents who rated 

one or more of the proposed funding 

sources as unfair, two in ten each 

believe that funding should come 

from spending cuts rather than from 

new sources of revenue (19%) or that 

any improvements to the transit 

system should come from transit 

users’ po kets 19% . 
• One in ten (11%) suggest a road tax 

or vehicle tax as a more fair funding 

source. 
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Suggestions for Alternative Funding Sources 

19% 

19% 

11% 

7% 

5% 

5% 

4% 

8% 

34% 

TransLink/ local governments should

reduce excessive spending

Transit users should pay/ increase user

fees

A road tax/ vehicle tax should be in place

Developers should be taxed

Foreign homebuyers should be taxed

Bridge tolls should be in place

Upper class should be taxed

Other (including off-topic)

Don't know/ prefer not to answer

Q4b. What would be a more fair way to pay for the 

region’s portion of these transportation 
improvements? 

(n=1,355) 

Base: Those rati g a  fu di g sour e as er  u fair  or so e hat u fair . 
Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

Only those comments mentioned by 2% or more are shown individually. 
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Results 

Information About the Phase Two Plan 



• More than one-half (55%) of Metro 

Vancouver residents strongly or 

somewhat agree that the information 

provided about the Phase Two Plan at 

tenyearvision.translink.ca was clear 

and understandable. 

• Only one in ten (10%) strongly or 

somewhat disagree that the 

information was clear and 

understandable. Another 28% of 

Metro Vancouver residents neither 

agree nor disagree with this 

statement. 
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Rating of Information About Phase Two Plan at tenyearvision.translink.ca 

Base: All participants. 

7% 
2% 

8% 

28% 

35% 

20% 

Q5. Please read the content at 

tenyearvision.translink.ca and indicate how much you 

agree or disagree with the following statement: The 

information provided about the Phase Two Plan was 

clear and understandable.  

(n=2,000) 

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor

disagree

Somewhat disagree

Strongly disagree

Don't know

Total Strongly/Somewhat 

Agree: 55% 



• Most Metro Vancouver residents 

(55%) did not have any additional 

comments to share regarding the 

Phase Two Plan; an additional 15% 

said Nothi g.  

• Among those who did share 

comments, the most commonly-

mentioned comment was a desire to 

manage spending more efficiently 

(mentioned by 3% of all residents). 

• Other comments include requests to 

expand the SkyTrain to Surrey and 

Langley, to consider road 

improvements and new bus lanes, 

and to improve bus service in all 

communities (2% each). 

• Requests for more information, to 

refrain from increasing taxes, and to 

abort plans to build the LRT in Surrey-

Newton-Guildford are also 

mentioned by 2% each. 
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Comments on the Phase Two Plan 

3% 

2% 

2% 

2% 

2% 

2% 

2% 

3% 

2% 

15% 

15% 

55% 

Government needs better money

management

Expand the SkyTrain to Surrey/Langley

Consider road improvements and new

lanes for buses

Improve bus services in all communities

I require more information

Don't increase taxes

Don't build LRT

Positive (non-specific)

Negative (non-specific)

Nothing

Other (including off-topic)

Don't know/ prefer not to answer

Q6. Is there anything else you want to share with 

TransLink on the Phase Two Plan? 

(n=2,000) 

Base: All participants. 

Multiple responses allowed; percentages may not add to 100%. 

Only those comments mentioned by 2% or more are shown individually. 
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Gender 
Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Male 48 44 

Female 52 55 

Transgender <1 <1 

None of the above <1 <1 

Prefer not to answer <1 <1 

Age 
Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

19-24 7 4 

25-34 22 11 

35-44 19 18 

45-54 17 15 

55-64 17 24 

65 or older 19 28 
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Region/Municipality of Residence 
Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Vancouver 27 25 

City of Vancouver (including UEL) 27 25 

Burnaby/New Westminster 13 13 

Burnaby 10 10 

New Westminster 3 3 

North Shore 8 10 

Bowen Island <1 <1 

Lions Bay 0 0 

North Vancouver – City 3 3 

North Vancouver – District 3 4 

West Vancouver 2 2 

South Delta/ Richmond 10 11 

Richmond 8 8 

South Delta (including Ladner/ Tsawwassen/ 

Tsawwassen First Nation 
2 2 
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Region/Municipality of Residence 
Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Northeast 9 10 

Anmore <1 <1 

Belcarra <1 <1 

Coquitlam 6 6 

Port Coquitlam 2 3 

Port Moody 1 1 

South of Fraser 29 27 

Langley City 2 2 

Langley Township 5 5 

North Delta 2 2 

Surrey 18 16 

White Rock 2 2 

Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows 4 4 

Maple Ridge 3 4 

Pitt Meadows 1 1 
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Frequency of travel around Metro Vancouver: 

Drive alone 

Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Daily 30 27 

Several times a week 25 28 

About once a week 12 13 

2 to 3 times a month 6 6 

Once a month 3 3 

Less than once a month 7 7 

Never 16 16 

Don’t know 1 1 
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Frequency of travel around Metro Vancouver: 

Travel in a private vehicle with at least one 

other person 

Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Daily 11 10 

Several times a week 34 35 

About once a week 19 19 

2 to 3 times a month 11 11 

Once a month 5 5 

Less than once a month 11 11 

Never 8 7 

Don’t know 1 1 
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Frequency of travel around Metro Vancouver: 

Bicycle 

Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Daily 2 2 

Several times a week 5 5 

About once a week 6 5 

2 to 3 times a month 5 4 

Once a month 4 4 

Less than once a month 15 14 

Never 63 65 

Don’t know 1 1 
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Frequency of travel around Metro Vancouver: 

Motorcycle 

Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Daily 1 1 

Several times a week 3 2 

About once a week 2 1 

2 to 3 times a month 2 2 

Once a month 0 0  

Less than once a month 3 2 

Never 88 91 

Don’t know 1 1 
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Frequency of travel around Metro Vancouver: 

Walk 

Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Daily 43 43 

Several times a week 22 22 

About once a week 11 10 

2 to 3 times a month 7 7 

Once a month 3 3 

Less than once a month 7 7 

Never 7 7 

Don’t know 1 1 
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Frequency of travel around Metro Vancouver: 

Transit bus 

Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Daily 10 8 

Several times a week 13 12 

About once a week 10 9 

2 to 3 times a month 10 10 

Once a month 8 8 

Less than once a month 26 28 

Never 22 24 

Don’t know 1 1 
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Frequency of travel around Metro Vancouver: 

SkyTrain (including Canada Line) 

Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Daily 9 7 

Several times a week 12 10 

About once a week 9 8 

2 to 3 times a month 11 11 

Once a month 10 10 

Less than once a month 31 34 

Never 17 18 

Don’t know 1 1 
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Frequency of travel around Metro Vancouver: 

SeaBus 

Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Daily 1 1 

Several times a week 2 1 

About once a week 2 2 

2 to 3 times a month 3 3 

Once a month 4 4 

Less than once a month 38 39 

Never 48 49 

Don’t know 2 2 
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Frequency of travel around Metro Vancouver: 

West Coast Express 

Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Daily 1 1 

Several times a week 1 1 

About once a week 2 1 

2 to 3 times a month 2 1 

Once a month 2 1 

Less than once a month 11 10 

Never 79 82 

Don’t know 2 2 
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Frequency of travel around Metro Vancouver: 

HandyDART 

Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Daily 1 1 

Several times a week 2 1 

About once a week 1 1 

2 to 3 times a month 1 1 

Once a month 2 1 

Less than once a month 3 3 

Never 87 89 

Don’t know 2 2 
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Frequency of travel around Metro Vancouver: 

Other mode 

Weighted 

(n=120) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=123) 

% 

Daily 3 2 

Several times a week 2 2 

About once a week 9 4 

2 to 3 times a month 8 7 

Once a month 6 6 

Less than once a month 21 22 

Never 33 35 

Don’t know 18 21 

Other mode of travel around Metro 

Vancouver 

Weighted 

(n=120) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=123) 

% 

Taxi/ limo/ shuttle services 53 59 

Car share/ Ride share services 31 26 

Skateboard/ Rollerblades/ Scooter 12 10 

Boat/ Kayak 1 2 

Other 7 7 
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Mode of transportation used most often 
Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Drive alone 44 43 

Travel in a private vehicle with at least one 

other person 
18 21 

Transit Bus 12 11 

Walk 11 11 

SkyTrain (including Canada Line) 10 9 

Bicycle 2 2 

Motorcycle <1 <1 

SeaBus <1 <1 

HandyDART <1 <1 

West Coast Express <1 <1 

Other <1 <1 

Don’t know/ Prefer not to answer 3 2 
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How did you hear about the Phase Two Plan? 
Weighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Unweighted 

(n=2,000) 

% 

Newspaper or magazine 18 21 

Online 17 16 

TransLink website 10 9 

Facebook 7 6 

TV/ TV news 5 5 

From a friend or co-worker  5 4 

TransLink newsletter 4 4 

Print Buzzer 3 3 

Buzzer Blog 3 2 

Twitter 3 2 

Radio/ Radio news 2 2 

TransLink pop-up event 2 2 

News (general) 2 2 

TransLink Street Team 2 2 

This survey 32 34 

Other 1 1 

Don’t recall 14 14 
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